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Because of increased competition for funds,
educational leaders are now recommending use of systematic planning
techniques such as Planning-Programming-Budgeting (PPB). Effective
implementation of such a procedure calls for a data base of
enrollment of students in a program, retention rates, and costs per
{instructionalnstructional hour. The intent of this report is to indicate how
mathematical modeling procedures are used in the development of
enrollment predictions in North Carolina community colleges. Three
general methods used in enrollment projection are extrapolation,
structural models, and Markov models. An evaluation of mathematical
models for estimating enrollment in community college curricula is
offered. Such mathematical models as CC Flow I and CC Plow II are
discussed in detail and their four expected uses are presented. (CA)
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INTRODUCTION

La

The rapid increase in enrollment in community colleges during the

decade of the sixties has been cited as one of the real success stories

of an educational concept. In view of wide public acceptance of the idea

of a universal educational opportunity for all individuals regardless of

race or creed, a continuing growth in two year college enrollments is

almost guaranteed.

At the same time, the increasing competition for the tax dollar has

led leaders at the national education level to recommend the use of systematic

planning techniques in education. The Planning-Programming-Budgeting (PPB)

system has been pointed out to the educational community as appropriate for

use at state level as well as at the national in the setting of institutional

goals. Research carried out in North Carolina and Florida has shown.that

costs per student. instructional hour vary within the various instructional

programs of a community college.. In addition, informal-surveys carried out
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in North Carolina also indicate little thought is given to planning for

future enrollment growth in the various programs offered by the community

colleges. These findings resulted in a recommendation to the North

Carolina Community College System that a rational planning procedure such

as PPB be implemented at the state (system-wide) and local (institution-

wide) levels.

An effective implementation of a systematic planning procedure such

as PPB at either the local or state level requires an accurate data base.

For a community college, such data would include 1) enrollments of students

by program, 2) retention rates, and 3) costs per instructional hour.

The intent of this report is to indicate how mathematical modeling

procedures can be used in the development of future enrollment projections

in North Carolina community colleges. The projections can be expected to

provide direct estimates of the first two data requirements and can be used

to indirectly estimate the third data requirement for a PPB system.

METHODS FOR ENROLLMENT PROJECTION

A review of the literature reveals several different approaches to

the development of enrollment estimates. In attempting to categorize the

several available enrollment projection studies, it:became'apparent that a

three level classification scheme would adequately account for all models

reviewed.,

Extrapolation Methods

The first level of classification includia,the various extrapolation

procedures used 'todevelop, future' enrollment projections. Two general methods
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can be classified under the heading of extrapolation procedures. The first

uses information obtained on survival of cohort groups to make straight-line

extrapolation estimates. The second approach requires the construction of

regression equations based upon cohort data to generate future enrollment

estimates. Among the procedures previously reported, the simple linear

regression equation based upon cohort information or the more complex

multiple regression equation modified by lagged valued of variables appear

to be the most efficient procedures for predicting total enrollment. In

an empirical comparison, Webster (1970) found the linear regression pro-

cedure based upon cohort information to provide more precise estimates a

significantly greater number of times than did the survival cohort method

when predicting elementary and secondary school enrollments in five Michigan

school districts over a five year period of time. Studies conducted at the

University of Minnesota indicated that a multiple regression equation

utilizing numbers of Minnesota high school graduates.estimated from a

derived growth curve for the year of interest and the previous year plus

estimates of the national military demands gave the best; estimate of freshman

enrollment at the University,of Minnesota (Brown and Savage, 1960). Haggstrom

(1969) found that a regression equation utilizing the'estimates of members

of high school graduates sufficed to predict total national female university

enrollment; an expanded model including terms representing numbers of

veterans from World War II and the number of draftees for the Korean and.

Vietnamhoitilities provided the-most precise estimates of total' national

university enrollment of male students.

" .

Structional Model Methods

kseconeelass of enrollment projection procedures have developed

ihrOUgh the use distruaural flow Modal's. By the use of differential, or
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difference equations it is possible to model the flow of individuals

through a particular educational system. By the application of these

equations to the knowledge or estimates of individuals within the various

system states, it is possible to derive aggregated estimates of total

enrollments of that particular system. Structural models have been used

to provide estimates of graduate degrees awards (Bolt, Koltan, and Levine,

1965; Hamond, 1968; and Reisman and Taft, 1969) and for elementary and

secondary class sizes (Correa, 1966; and Durstird, 1969).

Markov Type Models

A third class of methods have utilized the theory of Markov chain

processes todevelop models for use in estimating future enrollment at

different levels within the syitem. The basic idea underlying the appli-

cation of this type of model is that knowledge of the probability of indi-

viduals with certain characteristici to move from one educational state

to another state can be utilized to predict future movement of individuals

within the same characteristics within the same system. Thus, if the

distribution of the students within the educational system of interest among

specific categories (e.g., curricula in a community college), Ft, is known

for a specific time interval, then the transition proportions, P, may be

employed to predict the distribution of students for the succeeding time

period, Ft4.1. Thus, if new entries are given for a sequence of time inter-

vals, then the population in each of the educational system states for

successive time intervals may be predicted by the iteration of the above

'described process.

MarkciV based models have been used, to generate estimates of (1) total

S. atUdent and teacheropopulations (Zabrowski, 1968); (2) total number of
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British students classified by level (Stone, 1965); (3) numbers of

enrollments and degrees awarded in Australian universities (Gani, 1963);

(4) numbers of students; electing various curricula at the University of

Minnesota (Brown and Savage, 1960) and (5) the number of personnel in

various career fields and service grades in the U. S. Air Force (Merck,

1965). Three of the above reported studies (i.e., Zabrowski, Gani, and

Brown and Savage) compared their results to available data and/or inde-

pendent projections and found their estimates to provide fairly good

fits.

One of the difficulties in determining the effectiveness of these

morels lies in the fact that there are no statistical tests available to

provide a basis for determining the goodness of fit of estimates developed

from the types of models presented above.

EVALUATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS
FOR ESTIMATING ENROLLMENT IN CONMUNITY COLLEGE CURRICULA

One major consideration related to the development of any model

is whether or not it can utilized by relatively untrained personnel. The

majorHoutcome of this project from which this per developed is to be a

Set of procedures that tan be:Used by personnel:With the responsibility for

developing budgeting and/or,pOlicy deCisiona at either the local, regional

county ,or groups of counties) and state levels. It is expected that

ciata will need to be collected perIodicallY tcoUpdate the models in order

to'take into account the., social and/or economic environmental ,.otlanget

resulting in college .attendence and :curriculum election tendencies. For this

reason It would. appear that the Markov model whiCh.is based upon the use. of

a transition matrix of Siadent-Movement o 4andbetween Curricula

>
-4 '6q
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offered by an institution is.most appropriate. It is assumed that few

administrators will have administrative assistants with the technical

ability to use previous class enrollments to predict the future as in

the case of regression procedures or solving for the new parameters

.required by structural flow models, but that relatively untrained personnel

could follow procedures for developing estimates of transition probabilities.

Thus, an administrator would set up data processing procedures that could

match students at the beginning of two successive semesters or years in

order to provide the empirical transition proportions required for the

Markove type models. It is expected that with some training, the respon-

sibility for updating the transition matrix can delegate to a staff member.

A second major consideration is related to the question of whether

the estimation procedure requires a deterministic or probabilistic mathe-

matical model. In other words, the model builder has to concern himself

with whether or not the model equations will include chance or probabilistic

components or not

If the effect of any change in the system can be predicted with

certainty, it is, said to be, deterministic. If not, then a chance component

may be required to account for the discrepancies between the predictions

made by the, model and actual behavioral outcomes. When the model is

concerned with a sequence of events where the, outcome on each particular

.event:depends upon some chance element then:the sequence is called a

stochastic' process. Thus, it can be seen that thetegression Model approach

woUldhe tOasidered probabilistic, the structural flow, model apProaCh as

cle*miriiatic MarkoV..chainapProach as stochastic.
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It would seem that the career plans of community college students

are not completely fixed, thus leading to a situation where student progression

within an institution cannot be predicted with complete accuracy. While it

may be that all information relating the elements necessary for accurate

prediction of a student's future educational or work plans cannot be obtained,

it would seem that a stochastic model based upon .a Markov chain type process

would be the appropriate method to utilize in generating estimates of

student enrollment in various curricula over time. The attempt to predict

total institutional enrollment would seem to best be accomplished by use of

a probabilistic model. Thus, regression models would appear to be appropriate

for the estimation of a single enrollment as would be required for one insti-

tution or for the state for a particular year.

In commenting upon an earlier proposal to model student flow through

a community college Wong (1969) noted that' structural flow models tend to

over simply the movements of student within the various levels of the educa-

tionalsystem. He further pointed out that the use of continuous distri-

butions of movements over time but independent with respect to time over

a wide range of values are necessary for the development of a structural

flow model. 9i#ce students traVel" in distreie through the present educa-

tional syStem he concluded that the use of a Markov type process would

proVide A more accurate model of student movement within a community. college

system thanWOuld tatructUral-flew.:Model.

The theory of Markey chains assumes that there is a constant trap-

sition:probabilities matrix for the poPulation from whicheach Of-theobserVed

'empitiCalitrarisitionMatriets were sampled under the constraint that they may

be subject to randomseMpling:errOrs.. ksecond;assuMPtion is that::the
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probabilities of the various outcomes for a subject at any transition is

based upon his status at the prior time period and not at all on his history

more than one time period removed. Lohnes and Gribbons (1970) seriously

questioned this one-state dependency assumption for the development of

career aspiration.

It has been noted by Billingsley (1968) that no natural (1./.,

social) process exactly satisfies the Markov chain condition, howevez.,

many will come close enough to make a Markov chain model useful. Further,

as Creager (1970) comments, when the requirements for a Markov chain model

are relaxed, greater flexibility and realism in reflecting the educational

process accrue. He also notes that while this means the extensive mathe-

matical development associable with the classical Markov model is no longer

applicable, the multiplicative relationship between input and output dis-

tributions of students in the educational states still hold. That is,

Ft+, = Ft P, can be still calculated since these are simple transition

matrix calculations not dependent upon Markov chain assumptions. The case

of P13 = 112 P23 is an example of where several probability transition

matrices can be reduced' from multi-panel data to a single one-stage overall

transition matrix.

In this case, a stationary probability matrix between stages does

not need to be assumed. While many stochastic models do searCh'fOr a

stationary, transition matrix as a4steady-state," it does not appear that

this'is A relevant question to ask of the movement of students through a

postsecondary education system.

.Modelsi,for.,ProlectingInstitutiOnal,Enrollments

The,develOPment of-a model to generate estimates of- total' student

enrollment In a ,community college can lie apprOaChed in -two ways. One way
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would be to simply develop a regression model to estimate the total

enrollment by institution. A second approach would involve the use of

a Markove type model which would allow intermediate estimates of enrollment

in curricula which, in turn, would be aggregated to develop institutional

or system enrollment totals. Since studies have shown differential costs

associated with per student instruction at the program level (trade and

vocational program have been found to be more expensive than college

parallel--C.f., Parry, 1969), it would appear that the usefulness of the

procedure to an administrator would be substantially greater if individaal

program enrollment estimates are available. For this reason, it has been

decided to develop a Markov type T.adel as an integral part of the system

for enrollment estimation under development.

Two models are proposed here for use in an enrollment projection

system for community colleges. Both methods will require estimates of

enrollments at the college level for each year into the future it is desired

to have estimates for. Thus, it will be necessary to develop a regression

model specifically for the purposes of estimating the numbers of students

to be served by the community. college.

Total Institutional Estimates

In' attempting to develop an

Institutional enrollment totals

alternative procedure for estimating

it will be necessary to analyze the factors

that'yOuld.be associated with enrollment, in a comMunity*tollege. Information

available on the characteristics of students enrolled in cOmMunity. colleges

Witate that the majority, immediately enrolled College.upon.graduation

fromidei'SChOol .As nOted before, national military minpower'neads as

Y.
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manifested by the number of young men who are drafted or enlist will likely

influence the estimates of individuals enrolled in a community college as

will the level of economic activity in the selected unit of study. For

if there is a large number of jobs available requiring minimal skills, it

is possible that many young adults will forego further educational training- -

this would be an example of the thinking "I will go to school only if I

cannot get a job or get drafted." Another economic influence on the numbers

of individuals seeking additional education that may ba of consequence is

concerned with the extent of technological advancement and job skill obso-

lescence. As in the case of labor intensive industry, manufacturers may

find it more profitable to move towards a less intensive labor orientation

via automation or some similur procedure. Thus, the individuals who lose

their jobs may be interested in returning to a community college to either

upgrade their present skills onto learn a new trade.

It is suggested that a regression equation for developing estimates

of"communiticollege enrollment ,(0 would be based upon information available

onthe'following,deMographic,

liumbers,of:higWschdoi graduates by yeek'
Yr"
IleqUired loCal'drift bOardrieedsbY,year'',

SCoadMiiettiVity,by.Year

ii"0:nty4OptiletiOn%-

*(141:fOr ridiCtiiticinatituiiOrialfeirOilMiet-based,UPonthe above

nejetrUCteril,forM:



Let. X
t
be a column vector of students in the i th curricula in year

t.

Let P be the transition matrix describing the conditional proba-

bilities that a student in curricula i at time t will be in curricula j

at. time t + 1.

Let Ct be a column vector of proportions of students in the various

curricula averaged over a certain number of years; Et is the total insti-

tutional enrollment for year t.

By utilizing the following mai.rix multiplication:

(1) X = E CXt
t t

We obtain a distribution of individuals expected to be enrolled in

each program at time t. By then carrying out the matrix equation corres-

ponding to the classical. Markov chain approach, weleaVe

(2) Ft41 = Xt P

which gives the expeCted distributions of students in the various curricula

at the,beginning of the next time interval.

'it 1.1'4118o possible,to think of P as a non-symmetric matrix--unlike

theequate iatriOeqUiiid bYjlerk04,chain theory. This is because the

,states of:dropout:end:graduate' finiva-ComMUnity-college'cinnot ,be observed

,tO,havejfidiViduels in,these-Cells at time t, but can.have

That oU,tonOt input'drOpOuts or graduateii_butyou can output 'Individuals

at time t + 1.

falling intO;these classifications`.

to the,DYWAMOD-Ir mOdeiAlevelOPed'hy
.
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superimposed on the total number of students expected back to the insti-

tution in succeeding years much like births were superimposed on the total

numbers of children found in each age by the Zabrowski model.

Again we begin the specification of the model by defining the terms.

E
t
will be the total new enrollment by year t in an institution estimated

by a regression model. Let It be a column vector of the number of students

in the i
th

curricula in year t.

Let P be the transition matrix describing the conditional probe-

bilities that a student in curricula i at time t will ).,e in curricula j

at time t + 1.

Let Ct.be a column vector of proportions of new students who enroll

in the curricula averaged over a certain number of years.

Let Nt be a talon vector of the frequency of new students who

enroll in various curricula.

Then we can say

(1) Ni m BA

We, obtain a distribution: of new students expected to be enrolled in

each curricula at time t By adding this value to what was obtained froth

the previous matrix multiplication'of FT P, we get a new estimate of total

enrollMent at_tim t',+ 1. Mathematically, this relationship is stated.as

follows:

10:1°t+1...

Thu ,thOdigijor differeecitije:thetwe'formuleted models-arise from

the,tyeofinpUtestiMitia are.tO be obtained, total institutional enrollment
.

or,heitlyTiamittedAitudeetO. ,41-mleiting the two fore it
would

. --
aipeit COLOW is ',la modet, ,concePtiee4i,-' speaking

040400 el0010hilitY, oCceropute*S',

;n`'coinputational efficiency;'
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CONCLUSION

The development of a transition matrix Markov type process model

for developing estimating enrollment is expected to provide realistic

estimates of future enrollments for the use of administrators concerned

with efficient allocation Of all resources. The exceptional growth of

postsecondary education provided by community colleges/technical institutes

over the last decade is expected to continue at least until 1975 when it

is expected that over one half of all individuals receiving postsecondary

education and/or occupational training will be provided by a two year

institution.

Some of the expected uses of the output from the CC FLOW model are

inesented below:

(1) As noted before, the development of an institutional budget

cOuld, utilize the product of estimated enrollments in a curriculum and

the costs per student-instructional hour to give total costs of existing

or proposed curricula or programs.

(2) Industrial development of a state is tied directly to the amount

of trained manpower available.: By the development of expected;numbers of

atUdints electing various trade and technical programs' and the resultant

4xpeCted,graduation(rates4,industrial development personnel could give

;OrospeCtive, industries a.inugh estimate of :the numbers of persons with

'various'skills in a paitic4/0r4egiO4.

13Y1rhe,prOposed,model can 'also be used to estimate the nUmberi of

eaCheriiiecitiiied'inthe differentcurricula,sponsored by an,institutiOn.
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Alternative educational policies can then be implemented and the simulated

student flow can be studied to determine the specific effects of the various

policy changes.

When one considers the increasing competition for tax dollars at

the local and state level, it is quite apparent that not all two year or

four year institutions will continue to receive support for improving and

expanding educational services without a well developed plan documenting

expected outcomes from the educational system.

For these reasons, it is expected that a project to develop two year

institutional enrollment estimates by curriculum will be of substantial help

to local and state community college administrators.
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